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Dear Mr Maycock, 
 

Board 
Charlie Arnott, BRuSci (hons) 
Tony Hodgson, AM FCA, FAICD 
Sarah Laurie, BMBS (Flinders) (CEO) 
Peter R. Mitchell AM, BChE (Chair) 
Alexandra Nicol, B Ag (Hons) 
Kathy Russell, BCom, CA 
The Hon. Clive Tadgell, AO 
The Hon. Dr. Michael Wooldridge,    
                            B.Sc. MBBS, MBA 
 

I have written to the members of the board of AGL a number of times (see the page on our website 
“Conversation with AGL”). 
 
Those letters contained real and hard information on the connection between industrial wind turbines and 
the health of neighbours. The “conversation” shows the unwillingness of AGL to take account of the 
information provided by us, presumably because recognising that information would require AGL to be, at 
least indirectly, admitting that its wind projects might be causing serious harm to some of the projects’ 
neighbours. 
 
As for the tobacco and asbestos industries previously, there has been created another body of information 
available to those who wish to rationalise continuing to build, own, or operate these dangerous machines in 
unsuitable locations.   
 
This critically false or incomplete information has largely been fashioned by the nascent industry, some keen 
but curiously motivated industry supporters and by certain acousticians, often principals of consulting firms, 
who saw the new industry as a long term step change in the demand for acoustic services.  
 
Some of these over enthusiastic acousticians participated in the creation or adoption of the hopelessly 
inadequate noise standards, clearly designed to encourage development and not to provide protection to 
neighbours.  These standards give rise to planning licences that are as much “licences to damage” as they are 
licences to build and operate. These standards are incompetent at protecting project neighbours and are 
significantly flawed. Perhaps it is not surprising projects built to these standards cause health problems.  
 
Once the standards were set and embodied in the respective State planning guidelines these acousticians 
simply focused on whether projects would meet the guidelines and not what the impact of the noise would be 
on neighbours. Evidence of noise and health problems was generally and effectively ignored; and those who 
claimed to be impacted were ridiculed and dismissed.  However evidence has now exposed the fact that 
acousticians must have known for years, even decades, that wind turbines cause health impacts, that larger 
machines increase the problems, that standards were and are inadequate, and that infrasound was present in 
damaging frequencies. 

http://www.waubrafoundation.org.au/


 

 

 
Nevertheless wind turbines continued to be approved for sites where damage was inevitable.  
 
Acousticians are careful about what they say and what they omit. We believe their omissions  effectively 
invalidate their advice and expert opinions and supports the building of dangerously located projects. In 
respect of compliance they are open to criticism for seeking the desired answer rather than ensuring a 
thorough examination. As a result there are few projects that are thoroughly compliant. Results from some 
independent measurements leads us to conclude that the  Macarthur wind project  is not only causing 
damage to neighbours but that it is also unlikely to be compliant. The work and self-protective opinions and 
advice of a number of otherwise responsible acousticians has led to seriously ignorant and unhelpful 
publications by the Victorian Department of Health, the SA EPA, the AMA, quaint studies by public health 
academics without any relevant technical qualifications, and ill-informed decisions by PAC and VCAT. 
 
Please note that the recently published literature study by the NHMRC does not include work published in the 
last 18 months and early but important work by Neil Kelley in the USA in the 1980’s.  
 
Despite the resources deployed by industry in their ongoing campaign of denial, dissembling and delay in 
relation to facts and the sycophantic efforts of sundry others to discredit and disrupt the Waubra 
Foundation’s work, the truth about wind turbine noise and health damage is emerging from work by 
independent acousticians and specialist health professionals. This technically driven work by independent 
professionals will soon show many acoustic consultants and industry champions in a very poor light. 
 
Mr Maycock you and I are both engineers.  Most engineers can, with a little help, readily comprehend the 
science of acoustics which is largely described by physics plus a little mathematics and engineering. I believe 
you and your Board would profit greatly by listening for an hour to a truly independent and knowledgeable 
acoustician. 
 
Measurement of machine generated noise is more complex, with few acousticians having the instruments or 
the curiosity to thoroughly measure Infrasound. However real strides have been made with small and 
inexpensive measuring devices now available that can measure the noise inside “unsafe“ homes 24 hours a 
day and transmit the information to a recording and control device that is programmed to feather or shut 
down adjacent offending turbines until wind or other conditions change. 
 
Whilst wind project neighbours have other problems with turbines, those problems pale against the sheer hell 
of noise (better described as energy pulses) inside their homes. Thus such a feedback control mechanism 
could remove the major and cruel side effect of these machines in one stroke.  The Foundation has drafted a 
purchase specification for such a system and has discussed it with instrument and software providers.  It is a 
system that AGL could relatively quickly retrofit to existing projects to relieve the pain and damage to your 
projects’ unfortunate neighbours. This is much more effective than waiting for another literature survey or for 
government funded “research.”  As Australia’s first and otherwise highly respected company, to undertake 
such a project at say Macarthur would be not just responsible, but would in fact be taking the leading role in 
addressing a problem in which AGL is deeply involved. 
 
The Foundation is aware of the secondary consent which allowed AGL to increase turbine size at Macarthur 
by eliminating some turbines and thereby keeping the power output the same. Unfortunately this rework 
never was going to maintain noise at the previously anticipated level (larger turbines produce a greater 
percentage of their noise as infrasound) plus I doubt that turbine layouts were modified or that wake 
interference was recalculated.  This change and its rationale indicates a naivete in understanding noise, and 
particularly noise from turbines. Any conclusion other than ignorance would be disturbing.  
 
We have also been kept reasonably up to date with the suffering of various neighbours at Macarthur, and 
some of the correspondence between Mrs Gardner and AGL. My observation here is personal, but it is that 
AGL’s treatment of that family is, in the politest possible words, incomprehensible and uncivilised.  So 
unacceptable has that become that I personally wrote to your Mr Trompf (see attached). Apart from an 
acknowledgement of receipt of my letter, he has not responded.   



 

 

 
Given the on-ground conclusion that AGL is doing nothing material to ameliorate the real and quite severe 
suffering that we have seen around AGL’s (and others’) sites, I can only conclude that AGL’s directors cannot 
be informed of what really is happening .  If the directors are, however, choosing to ignore what we, and 
independent others around the world are finding, and electing to continue to profit from unsafely located 
machinery, then that is another matter entirely. In the area of turbine noise and health a little knowledge is 
worse than useless, and the “I believes” and quoting the NHMRC, the Professor Chapmans and other 
institutions around the Board table would give me no comfort at all. 
 
The Waubra Foundation is solely involved in seeking to understand and to educate others about what is 
actually happening in the field, both locally and around the western world. This includes accounts of victims 
damaged by wind projects, an understanding of the causal links, and of the results of independently funded 
acoustic and health measurements.  
 
Our fundamental conclusion is that Wind Turbine Projects are not safe if placed within 12 km of dwellings. 
 
Sadly experience has taught me that one more technically driven letter is not going to change AGL’s 
perspective. But I wish to ask that you find an independent acoustic engineer and a neurologist/otologist to 
read the Foundation’s website in some detail, contact us for further information and debate to determine 
whether you should listen to us or accept the alternative views of the Greens Party, ideological bloggers 
funded by unknown groups, certain public health zealots, and consulting acousticians following the consulting 
dollar. 
 
AGL surely places human health above dividends to shareholders. If that is correct, then there is every reason 
to consult with us and work co-operatively to ameliorate this real problem. We offer to do so on the basis of 
mutual respect and with the health, wellbeing and human rights of wind turbine neighbours being 
paramount. 
 
Please consider. 
 
Yours faithfully 
 
 
 
 
Peter R. Mitchell, AM 
Chairman 
 
 
Attachment:  Letter to Mr J. Trompf 


